
From: s 9(2)(g)(i), s 9(2)(a) 

Sent: Saturday, 20 May 2017 12:58 a.m. 
To: ESConsultation 
Subject: Essential skill work Visa conditions 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

The essential skill work visa and the close work visa condition are not good. Particularly essential work visa 
conditions. 

In this conditions it's too much hazel to get job as well to change job. As I have experienced all employer are not 
good to work with ethics. I have found it's too much misuse just to save job. 

In this condition only employer is winning , the reason is that none of the suffering staff can make complain in 
immigration or any where because he/she has to suffer 1) to loose job, 2) hard to find another job because of 
immigration clause, 3) once they got job but can't change easily because tough immigrat ion conditions again. 4) 
now additionally added IELTS (that's fine with IELTS but not get enough time to prepare as we must have to listen 
and follow employer to win both side). 

All employers are not good and genuine . 

This condition is very stress full until we come out from residency border. And almost all employer they know that 
this is the option that we can win our business. Most of the essential skill people suffer as a slave even they got skill 
or they gain skill. 

Particularly who they have spent very long time as like more than 7 years with this kind of clause , this situation 
makes very stressful (depressive) situation . 

This all clause only help to employer to win but not employee. Misuse is not good thing. 

I would suggest, you already have made strict conditions but can't you give us some flexibility that if we are not 
happy than we can change job. 

To be honest this situation only to feel us as like you are in Prison. Can't make money ,can't spent money. We also 
want to enjoy New Zealand. But we can't. Let us live and enjoy 

I would say one more thing that if you have this kind of condition for overseas people than provide proper 
Information in those countries where the people are applying file for their Visa to come In New Zealand. 

New Zealand colleges and Immigration advisors of other countries are not providing correct information. 

Provide correct information and inform the steps what they have to face after coming here. What are the Visas 
conditions? That can really help the people to make decision to in New Zealand. 

Thank You 

Your Sincerely 
s 9(2)(g)(i) 

Sent from my iPhone 
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